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JPS Gallery is pleased to present Bonjour Paris, an influential group exhibition featuring works of 
twenty-nine artists working with various mediums. Presenting works by established artists as well 
as those beginning to make their mark, this exhibition aims to celebrate the rich diversity and 
talent of the artists by giving them a platform to gain global exposure. Displaying their most 
recent works, the exhibition will be unveiled at 24 bis rue Saint Roch 75001 Paris, France and is 
open to the public from March 24 to April 15, 2022.

The exhibition features recent works by (in alphabetical order) Afa Annfa, Arashi M, Arisa 
Nakahara, August Vilella, b.wing, Barminski, Cope2, Dan Oliver, Elaine Chiu, Horihiro Mitomo, 
Jackie Lam a.k.a. 009, Kila Cheung, Lokz Phoenix, Maxwell McMaster, Michael John Hunter, Momo 

Bonjour Paris
March 24 to April 15, 2022

Okokume, Impedimento, 2022.  Acrylic on canvas. 90 by 60 cm. 
Courtesy of the artist and JPS Gallery. 



About JPS Gallery
Established in Hong Kong (2014) and in Tokyo (2018), JPS Gallery is an independent 
contemporary art gallery presenting works of emerging and established artists from around the 
world.

The gallery was founded with a passionate spirit that dedicates to the new digital age and the 
exploration of fine art and pop culture. We aim to create an innovative environment for a new 
generation of artists and collectors, fostering a creative space for all. We focus on fun and playful 
works of the era that span across different medium and disciplines, showcasing a discerning 
selection of works that embody the aesthetics of today.

We are committed to supporting the culture and art scene both in Hong Kong and Japan, creating 
a vibrant local art community. The gallery regularly presents works of emerging artists in our 
gallery spaces in Hong Kong and Tokyo as well as international art fairs, giving them a platform to 
gain global exposure and supporting young artists to launch their careers. JPS has also been an 
active contributor to society and the local art scene by sponsoring various charity events and 
auctions.

Location 
Galerie 24b., 24 bis rue Saint Roch, 75001 Paris, France

Media Enquiry
For media enquires and press preview, please contact
TY | ty@jpsgallery.com

Yama, Muu Nanahoshi, Okokume, Okrabelo, Paul Hunter Speagle, Prodip, Reina, Saki Chiara, 
Shinsuke Ikeuchi, Sun Xue, Teddy Leung, T9G, Ukiyoemon Mitomoya, Wilson Shieh. While the 
artists and their exhibited works vary significantly in terms of medium, scale and concept, Bonjour 
Paris highlights the breadth and variety of practices in contemporary art by fostering the dialogue 
between cultures, temporalities and artistic expressions. Ranging from presenting an intimate 
representation of identity to using abstraction and figuration when exploring the sense of space, 
the featured artists use innovative ways to challenge the canonical art conventions by pushing 
boundaries and reworking traditions.

This exhibition marks a significant moment for JPS Gallery. It is a unique opportunity to celebrate 
the artists who have observed the gallery’s success and introduce new artists to an international 
audience.



Social Media Hashtags
@jpsgallery @afa_annfa @arashim_j_artist @arisanakahara.art @august_vilella_art 
@b.wingb.wing @barminskiart @cope2art @dan_oliver_artist @elainechiuart 
@horihiro_mitomo @009lifejam @kilacheung_art @lokzphoenix @maxwellmcmaster 
@michaeljohnhunter @momoyamaharajuku @nanahoshimuu @okokume @okrabelo 
@hunterspeagle @prodipleung @etoreina @saki_chiara @shinsuke_ikeuchi @sun_.xue 
@teungg @xt9gx @ukiyoemon @wilson_shieh_studio

#BonjourParis #jpsgallery



Bonjour Paris
Key Highlights

Afa Annfa
Kitty & Cyrus, 2022

Acrylic and oil pastel on canvas
120 by 146.5 cm



Bonjour Paris
Key Highlights

Arisa Nakahara
Wonderful Days, 2022

Acrylic on canvas
72.7 by 72.7 cm



Bonjour Paris
Key Highlights

b.wing
Shoulder Ride, 2022

Oil on linen canvas
130 by 103 cm



Bonjour Paris
Key Highlights

Jackie Lam a.k.a. 009
The World《世界》, 2021

Acrylic on canvas
145 by 103 cm


